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The Vision Head
 

My thoughts moved 
in a circular motion, 
the focus landing, 
at first, on no one 
thing. Like a 
roulette wheel _. 
It's a matter of chance 
perhaps 
or something. 
So they danced there 
in smoky air currents 
(wavy, with two strands 
tied across the 
Vision Head) 
and came to rest 
finally 
on a shadow of you. 

Anthony Giorgianni 
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Traveling Deity 

~ 
Night settles on the restless westbound -

the last pink pastels on tired rails,
 
and circumpolar forms against
 
the blackening contrast of evening.
 
Mountains catch the first moon,
 
and wheat bows in loud gusts
 
and brushes and rests.
 
And I press my head against the cool glass
 
and watch my reflection,
 
vague and mysterious,
 
etched across the scene
 
as though I were the God.
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African Dance 

I watch black women dance. My eyes follow the gleaming 
brown bodies's rhythmic song. 

You fling your arms with power. Backs bend and roll 
with sweat and strength. 

Your face is a stoney silent mask. High and carving 
bones frame your face with its rippling muscles. 

Black woman, you dance with no reserves, pounding 
heart and pulse upon the earth. 

I watch black men dance. My eyes follow the gleaming 
brown bodies's rhythmic song. 

You swing your arms with grace. Long brown snakes 
arching and gliding with slippery strength. 

Your face speaks with gleaming eyes and flashing teeth. 
There is a mask of silence behind your grin. 

Black man, you dance with no reserves/ large and swinging, 
You claim the dance with power. 

I watch the African dancers. My eyes follow the gleaming 
brown bodies's rhythmic song. 

You fling your arms with power. You carve the air with 
sweat and the rolling of brown backs. 

Your faces are silent and steel masks. You speak your 
presence with flashing teeth and gleaming eyes. 

Black man and black woman, with breath and heart and pulse 
beating upon the earth, you have become the dance. 

Sarah Dickinson 
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A Homosexual Love Poem
 

Beautiful Rock and Roll Singer, 
I want to spend tonight with you. 

I want to take you home to my mother. 
I want to carress you in front of my father. 

Let us be dogs in the middle of Broadway 

Wilfred J. Baez 

Once There Is Then
 

Once there is, then 
always there must be, that 
something 

or at least when 
is has been at some point 
in time 

it may not, then, 
still be here, yet it had 
been once 

something and, when 
is went away, it left 
a was 

to say it had and will 

Pam Landry 
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(Untitled)
 

This place she inhabits is stricken 
with the sweetened smell of deadened roses 
strewn across the floor. 
With a bloodless hand I clutch the doorknob; 
and with the other, follow soft the veined lines 
of an ever-pulsing throat. 
I see her sitting: her back against the shadowed wall 
and her legs strewn, as though by accident, 
across the boundless bed. 
In the darkened glass I see my pallid face and wonder 
How many have fallen here before. 

I clutch the knob more tightly now: 
and turn it slowly so that she will not hear. 

R.E. Moore 
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The Performance
 

If it could be,
 
in place of a guitar,
 
a machine gun,
 
then:
 
Anticipating eyes watching -

my playing begins,
 
missing a few
 
as I may,
 
but so much better than
 
fragile fingers
 
missing delicate strings,
 
awkward positions,
 
nervous ligados.
 
So bullets fly,
 
hurling pieces of
 
skull and brain,
 
bloody marys pouring,
 
furniture splintering,
 
bodies falling-- back.
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The phrases, 
the trills, 
the improvisations, 
all executed
 
under hot, colored lights.
 
The Art of it!
 
The waitress asks,
 
, 'Was that two beers or ... "
 
then glasses shatter,
 
the tray flies,
 
she is stopped dead
 
in her words.
 
Finally-- the clip empties,
 
an overwhelming performance
 
And then,
 
then-
the applause:
 
Bravo! Bravo!
 
and bow down,
 
pulling back the bolt
 
in preparation
 
for the encore.
 

Anthony Giorgianni 
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The Coming of Age
 

I:;::j The curtains draw,... 
~ and I bestow Judas' kiss 

on each and everyones 
~ 

'" who pass the dou~le doors 
that open, lock, and close 
upon my life. 

My hands fly 
through panes of glass 
trying to draw blood and attention, 
trying to sever flesh 
and free my hands 
from the puppet strings 
that keep me jerking, 

 refusing straight and narrow paths 
that had been so carefully 
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mapped out for me. 
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After twenty-four years 
I force feed myself 
to come of age. 
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Richard Natoli-Rombach 
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For Your Departure 

When you go away
 
It will be in the summer.
 
It will be too hot then to want to cling to each other,
 
And you, moonstruck lovely, will sing to drown
 

out the crickets. 

I think you will become thin again,
 
Get the wild eyes,
 
And live between those dark, enshadowed buildings
 
Crowding the street-
Going on the road.
 

I hope you are not alone next winter
 
It is a mean time when the sun leaves.
 
Perhaps my tracks will be left across your lawn
 
So you can remember.
 

Diana Abu -Jaber 
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The Rewriting of the Script
 

The typewriter sits and waits,
 
sifting through the thick overcast
 
that throbs like a sore thumb
 
sending rhythmic beats
 
to pulse the flow
 
of mid-afternoon gloom;
 
And keys like even rows
 
of grinning teeth
 
wait to clench and bite
 
on each fresh word clicked
 
in the rewriting of the script
 

I begin the sorting
 
of my dirty laundry,
 
scrubbing everything clear
 
of false memory,
 
becoming an old washer woman,
 
hanging my recently cleaned linens
 
on the line
 
for all to see.
 

Richard Natoli-Rombach 
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(Untitled)
 

It was not that she wanted it
 
to be born, some little body
 
dressed in soft chubby baby skin,
 
naive, innocent in wanting,
 
that she could not look at pictures
 
symbolizing its destruction.
 
It was more that she saw herself
 
as both dictator and victim.
 
She saw her own innocent body,
 
chaste in a way, good and wholesome,
 
having to succumb to an act
 
ugly and terminating.
 
It was more than the death of blood
 
and tissue forming separate life.
 
Herself, her long hair, her dark skin,
 
past night of darkness, tenderness,
 
light touches taken for granted,
 
took on a deeper color now.
 
kpart of her life was ending.
 
Never again, a night without thought,
 
Never again, herself, a baby.
 

Karen Belove 

The Hospital and Before
 

I still remember the smell of sickness 
that whispered "Death" down the halls 
and left visitors trembling and afraid to look ahead. 

Your hand pale and clawlike upon the sheet-

the same hand that held the brush
 
and made blackbirds and winter fields appear on bare canvas.
 

I can no longer remember your voice
 
singing sad lullabies in
 
the bedroom filled with hazy morning rays of golden sun.
 

My memory reaches farther back and
 
shows me pictures called my past
 
but they seem as distant as strangers' faded photographs.
 

And still you are a pulsing brilliant light in the 
running of my heartblood. 

Sarah Dickinson 
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